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Total Profit (In 
the first year): 
$83,307,743
Single Building 
Model (100,000
Tons of 
plastic/year):
60 machines total: 
$258,000/year over 
10 years
Electricity: $98,831/
year (12,000kw/day)
Fuel: $602,000 
catalyst cost
Building cost (Based 
in Santa Barbara):
$4,116,234.88
Products 40% 
Carbon: $42 mil 
50% Diesel: $52 mil
Employees:
Wage Cost total per 
year is $5,617,192
General Manager:
1 per building
General Manager:
$34/ hr
Personal office
Machine 
Supervisors:
1 per every 4 
machines
Machine Supervisor:
$17/ hr
Machine Head: 1 
per machine
Machine Laborer: 2 
per machine
Machine Head: 
$13/ hr
Machine Laborer: 
$12/ hr
CEO:
Six total
CEO:
$40/ hr
Personal office
Legend:
- Profit
- Cost
Project Ocean to Engine
Team Members: Ellie Burress, Samuel Mathers, Iris Morin, Coleman Owings, Olivia Pineiro, Vinh Tran
Advisor: Professor Mishra
Goal
Long Term: Eventually remove 
all the plastic from the ocean
Short Term: Turn 100,000 tons 
of plastic per year into profit, 
from selling oil and carbon 
black.
Analysis
- 1% plastic floating on the ocean surface
- 90% of U.S. seafood is sourced from 
polluted areas
- 500 Buildings could
process the
Ocean's Plastic in 7 years
- $83 Million in profit
per year
Abstract
Single use plastics invented in the 1950's has 
created one of the most detrimental global 
environmental crises through oceanic 
pollution. Our project addresses the issue of 
global ocean plastic pollution and suggests 
methods for recovering, sorting, and 
processing ocean plastic using catalytic 
pyrolysis. Using data collected from this 
study, such as the estimated amount of 
plastic that currently resides in the ocean, 
we developed a business model based on 
selling products manufactured from ocean 
sourced plastic.
Financial Projections
- The overall process has a high 
return on investment, with a 
$17 million starting payment 
and yielding $83 million in the 
first year. This facility can be 
reproduced multiple times to 
process more tons of plastic per 
year.
What’s Next
- The next part of our plan is to implement our business model on a larger scale. We want to 
increase our production value to 200,000 tons and eventually, enough to clean our oceans.
Solution
- Our solution to this problem is to 
use a process called Catalytic 
Pyrolysis
- Catalytic Pyrolysis converts plastic 
to oil and carbon black
-The clean diesel produced has a 
greater efficiency and carbon 
emission rating than regular diesel
Problem Statement
With over 270 million tons of plastic inside of our ocean and 8 million tons accumulating each year, 
complex ecosystems are collapsing, and people's safety and health are being put at risk.
What can be done to help solve this?
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